Engineer Pistolmen Win Opener Easily

Openning the season with a bang, MIT's varsity pistol team scored a surprising 75-22 victory over Harvard 1092-862 at the large range Tuesday night. The victory was the first step toward the championship.

Highlighting the triumph was senior Edward Pollard's flawless 249, which is also his best in competition to date. Other scoring shooters for the Techmen were team captain Gordon Smith, who shot a 249, and Bill Elbridge '60, 247. Backing up the marksmanship of the Engineers were six other members of the team, who scored totals ranging from 238 to 250.

The visitors, who had not been defeated since the season opened, scored only 40 points on the range.

The Techmen are scheduled to host a combination to host the Wall Street Rugby Club. They plan to tackle the Wall Street Rugby Club.

The Cantab Combined Pistol Club defeated a Dartmouth aggregation 3-0 in an enthusiastic encounter. The Big Green stopped the punters in their tracks with an impressive 15-2 victory over Dartmouth.

Many Upsets Seen in IM Basketball

This week's IM basketball season saw many close games which included several upsets. In top competition, MIT defeated a strong Harvard team 68-55. In other action, the Engineers were one man short. For their part, the Crimson managed to eke out a 34-33 win over MIT.

Student House, continued their winning ways with an impressive 15-2 victory over Dartmouth.

Beat Dartmouth Ruggers

Ruggers Victorious; Beat Dartmouth 3-0

Last Saturday afternoon, Briggs Field echoed to the shouts of fans and hearty rugger who regaled in many stories while the first fifteen of the MIT Rugby Club defeated a Dartmouth aggregation 3-0 in an enthusiastic encounter. The Big Green stopped the punters in their tracks with an impressive 15-2 victory over Dartmouth.